Location:

Bradgate and swithland
(woodhouse eaves)

Date of Assessment:

19-01-2022

Activity:

Lowland walking

Assessment Reference
Number:

1

HAZARD

 Rocky slippery terrain- wear appropriate footwear and watch the ground

Leg four- decend
through to
woodhouse
eaves






Leg 6- swithland
woods to cow
field
Leg 7- cow fieldbradgate car park
Leg 8- Bradgate
low road back to
newton linford














Marc Davies

As before- watch footing
Steep incline up toward the memorial give advice on correct technique to accend
Choose one of three routes down dependant on weather and ability of group- watch the footing
Car park- heading out of Bradgate through the car park requires close observation of the group
Road crossing- refer to P.01 this crossing is open on the left but partially obstructed on the right- stand in best position along the near side and
move the group over as one (brief plan to group as we approach cross to the right-hand side and walk on mud path if not too wet or against the
flow for 200m to the exit point on the right-hand side past the Christmas tree plot.
Watch footing as will have very wet slick mud the whole way down this part to the golf course- in wet season.
Refer to P.02- approach to golf course- brief the action to be taken to group early so they know what will need to be taken
There are multiple ranges which will be covered in this leg and you have to be aware of the direction and number of golfers present, be polite.
A large open road after the first set of ranges with exit on opposite side, 50mph speed limit. Bear this in mind when accessing the exit route.
Assemble on the other side of the fence line NOT on the roadside.
Next section is boggy when wet.
End of this leg is a blind Exit onto the road be cautious P.03
Stay on the right-hand side of the road and follow road to the post office and turn right
Road crossing at the triangle blind bend from the right and open to the left- assess the crossing either move to the crest of the hill and extend you
view points or cross over yourself and open up the field of view and bring the group over (P.04/05/06)
Look for the exit point opposite and assemble the group past the fence line
No hazards

 Slippy underfoot-refer to above
 Road crossing after cow field- open road to the right blind to the left, watch, listen and cross over as one group assemble on opposite side walk
P.07
 Cross bradgate Car Park- be aware of moving traffic
 Moving traffic along the roadway
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CONTROL MEASURES

Leg one- car park
to tyburn forest
block
Leg two- to old
john
Leg three- to
public footpath on
map

Leg Five- road
section through to
swithland woods

Last Review: 1901-22

P.01- access to golf course

P.04
[Type here]

P.02- 50mph road

P.05

P.03- Blind Corner

P.06

P.07

